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About This Content

Add nervous_testpilot's "Music for Code EP" to Frozen Synapse plus get MP3 and FLAC downloads.

Music for Code is an exploration of several variations on nervous_testpilot's electronica sound, incorporating lo-fi glitchy tones
as well as expressive complex synthesis.

Consists of 5 tracks.

1. Why You Got to Be 03:50
2. Make the Symbols Work 05:18

3. Music for Code 05:38
4. Wishbone 04:52
5. I Thought 02:23
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Nobody can make good space game so nope.. Witty British point-and-click misadventure featuring space mechanics, space
pirates, space trains and space train drivers.

What more could you want?. Seemsl ike an interesting game, but this port is terrible! It crashes every five minutes or so
rendering it unplayable. Stay away.. (October 9th)
I just recently got this game and already my friends and I love it. We got it after the multiplayer update and have had a blast
messing around it. The singleplayer and multiplayer have multiple options for you to choose from. So you can either make it
challenging for yourself by removing the bug influencer, playing on a only green map, or if with your friends play with weapons.

There are also multiple ways to play the multiplayer matches. So far from what I've played they have a regular golf match (9
holes) and they have a race type. Now typically for the regular match it's kind of like a race but you can go at your own pace.
My friends and I personally like to take turns and whatnot but you can play however you want.

So I haven't put as many hours into this game as some of the other people here, but I LOVE this game. Just because you play a
course doesn't mean you can't go back and play it again. With how the holes are setup, there are multiple ways about getting to
your goal. So if you mess up, keep going, and come back some other time and try to beat your score on how you did it before.
There are just so many possibilities.

Now this game is currently in Early Access but it's still a great game for where it is at. So here are some Pros and Cons that I
have come to find about this game.

Pros:
-Replay Value (a ton, I really don't see how I could run out of options especially if Steam Community gets involved)
-Lovely Graphics (freaking beautiful)
-Some minor customization on your playing style (no bug influence, yes\/no weapons)
-Very smooth gameplay (I play on Splendid graphics and framerate is great)
-Easy concepts to grasp (Left mouse camera, right mouse shoot) (there is more but you get the picture)
-Online Multiplayer (little buggy but whatever, still cool)
-Hilarious to laugh at friends as you explode their ball into oblivion (bombs are awesome. You can explode their ball out of the
hole)
-Nine 9 hole courses so far (increases in difficulty each one)
-Button customization (don't like how it's setup? No prob, set it to what you want)
-8 player multiplayer (freaking 8. I haven't had that many friends on here yet but seriously, imagine the chaos of 8 people
placing traps for others. Huehuehuehue)

Cons:
 -Online Multiplayer Servers:
  Everytime you go to multiplayer you search a region to play in. For some reason it has it set to Europe as default for me when I
live in the US. I would like to click on US and search for things there, but it has to search for every game in the regions, which
could take some time, stalling for even longer. So if there was a way to have a choice on which region you want to play would be
nice.
-Online Multiplayer Options:
  Yes you have a lot of options to choose from, and that is awesome, BUT, if you try to change the course instead of repeating
the level, you might accidentally mess up and have to restart the hosted game.
-Online Multiplayer Lobby:
  I love the fact that you can create your own lobby, it's cool, but you don't have many options in your lobby. Your lobby is
always public, so anyone can join. Which is sometimes irritating if I'm waiting for my friends to join. So they join whatever,
you can ask them to leave, but they don't always. So you have to restart the lobby. Why? Because you have no kick option.
-Weapon selection:
  This is kind of minor but I wish there was a way to choose your weapon with a specific button rather then having to press 'c' 4
times to get what I want. Maybe I can select how I want to set it up and I'm being stupid. I haven't explored all the button options
yet, but I haven't seen any options for it.
-Camera:
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  It's pretty good for the most part, but sometimes you get stuck near a pole and can't see where you are trying to put. Other
games have fixed this by making those see through but everything is solid, so on the rare occasion if you get stuck, you kind of
have to hope you hit it to the right spot because you can't see.

Yes I have some issues with the online multiplayer, but I can't blame the developers, this option just came out October 6th so I
don't expect this feature to be perfect, there are some things anyone\/anything can improve on.

There are also some other features that they said they plan on bringing to the game later on. Such as a LOT more customization.
Avatars, Putters, Golf Balls, and Levels. Freaking Levels. They said they plan on bringing in Steam Community to this game.
Players from all around will be creating their own levels with the level customization will be used (they plan on bringing that and
hopefully will). There is so much they can do with this game, I'm just so excited to see what they will do.

So long story short, this game rocks my socks off. I love mini golf in real life and this game really only limits people to their
imagination. I hope to see this game keep going and come out with all the features they plan on.

TL;DR - Den outta Den. I saw someone beat it and the developer actually said congrats. This was after people complaining it
was hard and so forth. So much so that I had to try it, the amount of "talk" about this game sold me.

This is what I liked:
The game felt immersive, it's small and not built by some huge studio but the maker captured a pretty cool feeling with
it for me. The art, the ambiance, the lone dungeon hole before you go inside. Heck the finding of a pick ax in a shadow
of the wall. Ohhhh I like this, I can feel myself in the game, lost in this dungeon. I enjoy this.

The game makes you feel as if your all alone having come to some small town on the verge of nowhere to find only a
handful of small time town's people who can offer basic aid. But the best feeling is leaving town to that lone dungeon,
just sitting there all silent with just the sounds of the surrounds begging you to come inside and explore.

I feel also that the developer of the game is around and adding stuff to the game making me wonder what is to come
next and that is exciting!

What I was meh on:
Yep it's hard, the death comes fast and starting over is fun for a bit, then sucks as you want to progress but find you
die and lose that run. The enemies hit your shield and you still take too much damage, while your rewarded for
blocking, I didn't feel it was enough and died to fights I should not have, as I had a nice rhythm going on slash, block,
slash.

The Modding (I am going to call this what it is, replacing core files with your own art or music or words) is fun for silly
things, like making a pic you like the new intro, but it's not true modding, it's just changing the interface for funzies.
One use of this I want to try to play with is to see if I can change the main character (as characters are unlock able this
might not work), but will see in time if I can do this.. Trying to currently 100% the game at the time of writing this
review and I must say I'm really enjoying this game currently. The campaign is quite short but there is a newish DLC
which adds another campaign that from what I've heard is actually quite hard to complete. Well made game that's
enjoyable and gets very hectic at times. Only annoying thing I must point out about this game is that it's quite grindy if
you want to get good upgrades for your plane, and decent level skills for crew members.

9\/10 -Mellamacorn. Well worth soldiering on through the initial darkness. Whilst it doesn't really get much brighter,
the beautiful story line shines through. An interesting experience overall, despite some exceptions thrown by the RenPy
engine that I was able to ignore.. This is what Spore should have been. This game has been one of the most interesting
hidden object games I've played. There is definitely a level of quality you get with this one that you don't get with the
other hidden object games on steam. that being said the game plays almost exactly like the rest. so if you love hidden
object games like myself, you'll like this one.
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I can't say too much about the gameplay besides the first 30 minutes or so, but I can say the graphics were stunning and very
appealing.

Unfortunately, the trackpad-motion design (on Vive at least) was extremely motion-sickness-inducing to say the least. I felt
disoriented and motion sick within the first few minutes and I couldn't last any longer than 15 minutes when I first tried it.
While I understand a teleportation-based system might make the puzzles less fun and diminish the gameplay, the trackpad
movement was simply unplayable to me without sickness.

If you don't get motion sick in VR at all, this might be a great game for you, but I can't recommend it if you are susceptible to
VR sickness in any other games.. Sniper: Ghost Warrior Second Strike
fast game with modern day graphics with easy controls that moves from location A to B to C and so on,
good amount of action and special effects

good game.

Personal Suggested Purchase Price: $0.99 Or Less During Sale. I have no fckn idea why I bought this game.. Allright im going
to try my best to keep this spoiler free, but that might be a little hard becuase it's a really short game.

First of i would like to say the game is far from perfect, but that doesnt mean its anthing but good. I rather enjoyed the several
20-30 minute play throughs i did, and i believe there is alot of potential in this game, if it continues to get updates and more
content.

Throughout the game you will encounter different flaws such as the translations not being fully acurate, and maybe even a little
cheesy and quite weird at some points. The combos can be a bit clunky at times. While there is a little variety, theres just not
quite enough to make it a more fluent experience. However that could also just be me being crap at this sort of game. I also
think they could have put a bit more effort in the characters names, and by this im not realy talking about the main character
Red, i mean others that are in the story, more notably green and brown. Also there is no voice acting, but that isnt so important
in this type of game i would assume.

Ok so that's basicly all the flaws i found with the game, except for the menu and lack of settings, but thats kind of expected in
this type of game. Now lets get into some stuff i think are going well with the game.

You play as Red. A unique character that i think is a very strong point in this game. She shares her body with two other
personalities, vermilion, and Camellia. They both have their own unique combat style and looks, and personalities.

While the story is a very simple go from point A to point B, it actualy still has a pretty deep story jammed into the 20-30
minutes. You will find out the backstory of your own character and even several others. You will also come across several
different monsters that all look magnificent, and bosses with their own attack patterns.

The game looks amazing with stunning environments filled filled different plants, and various things to find by pressing the
space bar( This is how you unlock the 2nd ending, you have to find a specific item).

The sounds in the game are well put in, including the music. I didn't feel that it was so repetitive that i would want to turn of the
sound. Like many other games out there.

While there is no steam acheivments, and the developer has stated there are no plans to add them, there is acheivments in the
actual game. The achievment option will appear in the main menu along with the challange mode after finishing the game for
the first time. The challange mode is basicly just vsing the bosses over, while they are scaled in difficulty, and speaking of
difficulty, there are several options to choose from. Easy,Normal,Hard,Extreame. I only managed to play on normal, and i found
it pretty easy. But as soon as i turned it up to hard, i couldnt even beat the first boss, so there is deffinetly difference in what you
pick.

So overall i think the game has potential and i would like to see more of it. The secret ending wasnt so good for me, becuase of
how it handles the main characters. But that doesnt spoil it for it for me, it was stil entertaining.
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This is my first review so it's probably not done right, but oh well. Aslo theres probably alot of mistakes made in this.. I'm going
to start by saying that I very strongly recommend this game for people who want practice on parking their trucks in Euro Truck
Simulator. This game is quite literally a truck-parking game where you're to move your truck and park it without hitting
anything within a short time. You get graded on each level given how fast you can park your truck successfully; Gold if you can
do it perfectly and fast enough to make a TAS-bot look impressed, Silver if you're a very experienced truck driver, and Bronze
if you managed to do it safely without hitting anything. The instant you hit an obstacle, you won't get a medal for completion,
but you will still get a mark saying you completed the level.

One thing that stands out to me in this game is the replay feature. The game will save a replay of your successful times so you
can watch them later. I utilized this to make  this 1 minute video,  which I feel is good for demonstrating how the game plays.

All in all, I would say that this game is for people who either want to better their truck parking skills, trailer-backing skills, want
to play Euro Truck Simulator 2 without open roads, or a combination thereof. I personally enjoy it, as it focuses more on the
technical aspects of parking your truck where Euro Truck Simulator focuses more on the long open-road driving.. For that price
is not bad. Nice music and artwork. Though initially sad, it starts to lose the impression after a while.
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